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We investigate experimentally and theoretically the conical emission of Cerenkov-type
third-harmonic
(2)
generation in strontium barium niobate of random 2D-v distribution. The azimuthal intensity

distribution is explained by the polarization properties of the fundamental and Cerenkov
second-harmonic waves, depending on the cascaded origin of the generation process. Moreover,
we show the role of the individual domain shape in an additional modulation on the conical
emission, controlled by the electrical switching of the spontaneous polarization of the ferroelectric
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3670322]
medium. V

Multistep parametric interactions and multistep cascading effects in optical materials with second-order nonlinear
response represent an efficient type of parametric processes
that are characterized by at least two different phasematched processes; second-harmonic generation (SHG) and
sum-frequency mixing (SFM).1,2
The efficiency of these parametric processes relies on
the phase-velocity synchronization of the generated waves.3
The generation of new frequencies can be experimentally
achieved depending on the phase-matching configuration as,
for example, birefringence-induced phase matching or quasiphase matching (QPM) in one as well as two dimensions.4,5
Recently, much attention has been devoted to the investigation of various schemes of random quasi-phase matching in
crystals with irregular domain structures due to their potential benefits for nonlinear parametric processes for different
characteristic noncollinear emissions.6–9 Cascaded processes
have also been observed and studied, e.g., cascaded third
harmonic generation (THG) in quasi-random media.10
Among the most interesting emission processes is the so
called Cerenkov
scheme, where the phase velocity of the
nonlinear polarization wave driven by the fundamental wave
is faster than that of the harmonic.11–14 Moreover, the obser
vation of conical cascaded Cerenkov-type
third harmonic
generation in LiNbO3 was recently reported with artificially
disordered square domain lattices.15 However, up to now, no
third harmonic (TH) conical emission was experimentally
reported in totally randomized crystals due to the low conversion efficiency.
In this work, we report quantitatively both on the experi
mental and theoretical analysis of Cerenkov
third-harmonic
emission in random strontium barium niobate (SBN). We analyze the role of both, the polarization properties of the v(2)
tensor and of the domain size and shape of fourfold symmetry corresponding to the crystal symmetry 4 mm of SBN.14,16
In our experiments, we study the conical emission of
third-harmonic generation of ultrashort laser pulses in SBN
with different domain shapes. The individual domain shape
is strongly influenced by homogeneously electrical domain
switching at room temperature. As reported in Ref. 14,
a)
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domain switching leads to fourfold modulation on the SH
cone. It has been pointed out that this modulation cannot be
attributed to the polarization properties of the nonlinear tensor of SBN. In this work, we will show that the TH cone has
not only the fourfold symmetry due to the domain shape as
in the case of SH cone but also an additional modulation
coming from the polarization superposition of the SH cone
and the fundamental waves. Thus, the polarization properties
of the TH cone clearly show the cascaded origin of this
process. In our calculations, we apply the Green’s function
approach,13,14,17 using the corresponding phase-matching
condition and compare with the experiments. The opening
angle over a wide wavelength range is also examined and
confirmed theoretically.
In the experiment, we use an Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 crystal
with the dimensions 6.6  6.6  1.6 mm3. The large surface
perpendicular to the optical axis is polished to optical quality. The sample was heated up above Curie temperature
Tc  70–80  C followed by cooling down without applying
an electric field for erasing any spurious polarization. To
overcome the problem of the low conversion efficiency, the
sample was poled and repoled at room temperature to
enhance the TH signal but the random nature of the medium
is still preserved9,14 [see Fig. 1(a)]. We use ultrashort laser
pulses with a pulse duration of about 80 fs and a repetition
rate of 1 kHz. The pulse energy amounts to 100 lJ,

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Phase contrast image of a polydomain crystal
looking through the surface perpendicular to the c-axis. (b) Experimental
photograph of the TH and SH conical emission at 1600 nm input wavelength. (c) Power of the third harmonics vs. the input power of the fundamental beam. Solid line represents a cubic fit.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Diagram of the longitudinal phase matching for
cascaded third-harmonic generation. Dk and Dk0 are the corresponding phase
mismatches. (b) Measured TH opening angle over a wide wavelength range.
The solid curve represents the numerical calculations.

depending on the wavelength, which is tuned in the experiments between k ¼ 1400 and 2120 nm. The laser beam is
slightly focused, linearly polarized, and propagates along the
c-axis of the sample. The SH and TH signals are emitted on
cones in the far-field as shown in Fig. 1(b). It is worth to
note that no third-harmonic signal was observed in a monodomain crystal.
Fig. 1(b) shows experimental photographs of the SH and
TH conical emissions at k ¼ 1600 nm. The plot in Fig. 1(c)
depicts the measured dependence of the energy of the third
harmonic as a function of the power of the fundamental
beam. As expected, the experimental points follow faithfully
the cubic fit. The opening angle of TH cone in turn obeys
the corresponding longitudinal phase-matching condition
[see Fig. 2(a)]: k(2x)  2k(x) ¼ Dk for SHG and
k(3x)  k(x)  k(2x) ¼ Dk0 for THG, where k(x), k(2x), and
k(3x) are the wave vectors of the fundamental, second harmonic, and third harmonic waves, respectively. The phase
mismatches of the SHG and THG processes are denoted by
Dk and Dk0 , respectively. In analogy to the SH cone, considering the cascaded nature of this process, the opening
angle is ruled by the following equation: k(3x)coshTHG ¼ k(x)
þ k(2x)coshSHG ¼ 3k(x). Experimentally, the TH opening
angle is measured for fundamental waves from k ¼ 1400 nm
to k ¼ 2120 nm. The results are depicted in Fig. 2(b). In good
agreement with the calculation (solid line), the opening angle
becomes smaller for larger wavelengths. No TH cone was
observed for wavelengths smaller than k ¼ 1320 nm because
of the total reflection of the TH wave inside the SBN sample.
In the next experiment, we analyze the polarization
properties of both TH and SH cones. A linear polarizer is set
behind the sample and rotated [Fig. 3]. The TH cones are
radially polarized as can be seen in Fig. 3 for several angles
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of output polarization. As shown, the positions of the maximal intensity of the second and third harmonics depend on
the orientation of the output polarization.
In addition to the fourfold modulation caused by
the individual domain shape,14 the overlap of the secondharmonic and the linear fundamental polarizations leads to
an intensity modulation on the TH cone. For instance, for a
vertical input polarization, a cancellation of the TH signal is
expected at the horizontal plane [see Fig. 4(a)], because the
fundamental and second harmonic waves are perpendicularly
polarized to each other at the horizontal plane. This filtering
effect of the SH cone obviously clarifies the cascaded generation of the TH cone. Figure 4 (top row) shows three
different intensity maxima positions for different input
polarization orientations and the corresponding azimuthal intensity profiles of the TH cone for each case (middle row).
The dominant intensity peaks representing the four-fold
modulation are marked with dashed red lines. The role of the
domain shape can also be clearly seen in Fig. 4. Four characteristic TH intensity peaks representing the fourfold symmetry of the individual domains in SBN appear at fixed places
with similar behavior of the SH cone. However, these peaks
can be partially eliminated depending on the input polarization as in Fig. 4(b).
We recall that the formation of the third harmonic in
our case is a combination of two processes: Secondharmonic generation and sum frequency generation
3x ¼ x þ 2x. Therefore, the driven polarization will be:
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
Pð3xÞ ðrÞ / 0 d^eff EðxÞ Eð2xÞ , where d^eff is the corresponding
effective nonlinearity. Applying the Green’s function
approach,17Ðthe third harmonic field can be recast as follows:
^ r0 ÞPð3xÞ ðr0 Þ; where VNL is the nonlinEð3xÞ ðrÞ / VNL dr0 Gðr;
^ r0 Þ is the dyadic Green’s funcear domain volume and Gðr;
tion which can be obtained from the scalar Green’s function
of a three-dimensional homogeneous medium.17 The farfield intensity can then be easily calculated from: I(3x) !
jE(3x)(r)j2. Taking into account the polarization properties
of the interacting beams and the involved nonlinear coefficients of SBN, the effective nonlinear coefficients are
e
¼ d31 cosu0 coshSHG cosuSHG þd32 sinu0 coshSHG sinuSHG ;
deff
o;y
o;x
deff
¼ d15 cosu0 sinhSHG , and deff
¼ d24 sinu0 sinhSHG , where u0
is the input polarization orientation and uSHG is the azimuthal angle of the SH cone, respectively.
Due to the fact that the TH-field at a certain uTHG is an
overlap of all SH-field components with the fundamental
Ð 2p
ð3xÞ
field, the total
will be Etot ðhTHG ;uTHG Þ/ 0 duSHG
Ð TH-field
deff ðuSHG Þ VNL d3 r0 expðiDk0 ðuSHG Þr0 Þ: The numerical simulations were done with a nonlinear medium VNL which has
a 3D parallelepiped shape with a height h along the z-axis,

FIG. 3. (Color online) Experimental photographs
recorded for different output polarization angles of
the third harmonic wave. (a) to (c) 0 , 45 , and 90 ,
respectively.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Experimental photographs
(top row) recorded for different input polarization
angles of the fundamental wave. (a) to (c)
u0 ¼ 0 , 44 , and 92 , respectively. (middle row):
The corresponding azimuthal intensity profiles.
(bottom row): Numerical simulations of the azimuthal intensity distribution for large domains
(marked with vertical-dashed lines) and small
domains (non-marked). The absolute THG intensity for small domains is about two orders of
magnitude smaller than for large domains.

diameter d, and a square cross section with rounded corners.14,16 We have applied this model for two different characteristic sizes of the ferroelectric domains in SBN. For the
unpoled case,9 ferroelectric domain widths are between
d ¼ 150 nm and 400 nm and a height h ¼ 7 lm. No TH signal
was measurable in the experiment. Therefore, we show our
numerical prediction for this domain size. The results show
the modulation which is based only on the input polarization
orientation as in Fig. 4 (bottom row) (non-marked curve).
However, the role of the domain shape begins to arise when
the ferroelectric domains become broader, i.e., when poling
and repoling the crystal stepwise at room temperature in the
same manner as in Refs. 9 and 14. For the repoled case, we
chose d ¼ 1.7 lm and h ¼ 20 lm [see Fig. 1(a)]. The theoretical azimuthal intensity distribution is exemplary depicted in
Fig. 4 (bottom row), in which the effect of the squareness of
the individual domain is also marked by red dashed lines in
good agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, the
calculations predict that the SH as well as the TH intensity
average increases with increasing domain width d. Thus, for
the repoled case, the TH intensity is about two orders of
magnitude larger than for the unpoled case. Finally, it is
worth to note that this one-domain model shows the ability
to describe this process in random media due to the incoherent overlap of the SH and TH signals emitted from all
domains which are randomly distributed in such as medium
for this configuration.
In conclusion, we have studied experimentally and
numerically the conical emission of the third harmonic
generation in a random nonlinear medium with a crystal
symmetry of 4 mm. We analyzed the cascaded generation
depending on the polarization properties of the second harmonic and the fundamental waves. The TH opening angle

was experimentally measured over a wide wavelength range.
As shown, the polarization combination leads to an additional modulation on the TH cone. Furthermore, the role of
the domain shape is easily observable when ferroelectric
domains grow with help of the electrically switching of the
domains. We numerically reproduced the TH patterns in
good agreement with the experiment, taking into account
both polarization and domain shape properties.
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